
Joint Commission Accreditation

The Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval TM means your agency has 
reached for and achieved the highest level of performance recognition 
available in the field.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello EveryoneThank you for letting me join you today to talk about unique aspects of Joint Commission Accreditation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this time, I will cover 3 Broad Areas1st – A brief overview of The Joint Commission2nd – The Joint Commission Accreditation Process3rd – The Actual Survey and Resources available to you
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The Joint Commission’s Accreditation Programs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows visually the across the continuum expertise of TJCThe TJC is the only accreditor that accredits organizations across the continuum of careThat places us in the positionThe Joint Commission has a comprehensive infra structure:which enables us to provide extensive resources and support – before, during, and after the accreditation process.as a result, we are well known for our excellent customer services and support.Each program we accredit has its own manual and its own cadre of surveyorsFor example, the BHC surveyor cadre is composed of licensed BHC specialists 
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Reputation
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Accrediting Behavioral 
HealthCare 

Organizations since 
1969 

Experienced in 
accrediting a broad 

range of services and 
settings. 

Over 2,900 Accredited 
Organizations.

 Over 10,000 Sites 
 38% not-for-profit 
 40% for profit 
 22% governmental/ 

Tribal agencies/ facilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joint Commission Accreditation means that you have achieved the  Joint Commission Gold Seal of Approval® – an internationally recognized symbol of quality. Accrediting organizations since 1951Accrediting BHC organizations since 1969Interesting Fact – is that although we are widely recognized for accreditation of hospitals We actually accredit more community based providers across multiple programs than we accredit hospitals.  For example, we accredit approximately 4,000 hospitals, whereas  accredit over 10,000 organizations across our community programs such as Home Care, Nursing Care Centers, Ambulatory, and Community Behavioral Healthcare. In Community Behavioral Healthcare alone, we accredit over 2900 organizations which encompasses over 10,000 sites
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Behavioral Health Accreditation Program 
National and State Recognitions

 Federally deemed by SAMHSA as an approved 
provider of opioid treatment program accreditation

 Approved accreditation provider for state 
requirements or regulatory relief by 203 distinct 
administrative agencies within 49 states and the 
District of Columbia 

www.jointcommission.org/BHCS

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Joint Commission is deemed by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) as an approved accrediting entity for opioid treatment programs�We  have provided accreditation for OTPs since 1998�This helps you satisfy the federal requirement forOTP accreditation.We were one of the initial members of  the initial Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT) and continue to sit on the CSAT accreditation guidelines advisory committee

http://www.jointcommission.org/BHCS
http://www.jointcommission.org/state_recognition/state_recognition.aspx?ps=100&b=41
http://www.jointcommission.org/state_recognition/state_recognition.aspx?ps=100&b=41
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What Is Accreditation?

Accreditation is the process of inviting 
outside experts to conduct a review of 
your agency to validate and improve
the safety and quality of care, 
treatment and services.

3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Segway into THE NEXT TOPIC – WHAT IS ACCREDITION?One of the greatest value of accreditation is having a set of “fresh eyes” to review your organization�.  One of the most cited benefits noted on our surveys is the fact that the surveyor identified an area of high risk that the organization was not aware of. �An area of high risk was found on survey for 65% of our organizations.  �Another significant benefits of Joint Commission accreditation is the consultative, educational nature of our on-site surveys.
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What Makes The Joint Commission Stand Out?

Reputation/Recognition

High Touch/High Tech

Surveyor Cadre

Tracer Methodology

SAFER Matrix

Transparency
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide lists the unique value and benefits of Joint Commission accreditation. Reputation/Recognition by payers, referral sources, liability carriers.  Payers require less documentation to provide evidence of the quality of services or to support billing.  Many potential referral sources are TJC accredited so they know the framework of quality and safety you are providing and the robust nature of our accreditation.  Liability carriers require less documentation to prove quality, will likely waive an on-site survey (Something they do not do the same for other accreditors) and will provide you with a better risk rating or overall discount.High Touch/Tech Not just every 3 year interaction.This means across all of TJC - human resources, technology , standard interpretation and moreYou have a dedicated Accreditation Account Executive  Surveyor Cadre One of the ways the Joint Commission Stands Out is the Expertise of our Surveyors:  all surveyors are employed by the Joint Commission, hold Masters Degrees, professional licenses or certifications including licensed social workers, clinical social workers, psychologists etc.Avg 11 years service, conduct average of 15 surveys a yearAs a result when your surveyor arrives on site – he/she has likely 165 surveys.  Highly skilledTracer Methodology  This is an interactive survey process, where the surveyor traces the clients care from admission to discharge.  They will look at the patient chart, talk to leaders & staff – to see if the services delivery matches the org’s own policies and standards.  Very engaging and participative processSafer MatrixPlots survey findings RISKS from lowest to highest risk AND Prevalence – low, limited, or widespreadTransparencyFrom your first contact throughout on site survey and your tenure with TjC, we are transparentSee this in the Survey itself and with those you interact within TJC
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What Makes The Joint Commission Stand Out?

Guidance for Good Practices

Feels Like a Partnership

Compliance First Day of Survey

Equal Standing with Physical Health Care 
Providers

Accreditation of Entire Agency (not 
individual programs/services)

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guidance for Good PracticesExample is that we require agencies to use a standardized instrument to measure clinical/case outcomesPositively impacts quality, reduces riskOur requirements are very compatible with state licensing regulationsFeels Like a PartnershipVery much in line with TransparencyDuring the survey, the surveyors allow and enjoy interactive dialogueImproves the accuracy of the survey and achieves the goal to make the surveyor a learning processCompliance on the Frist Day of the Survey Rather than providing proof of compliance prior to the on-site survey, Joint Commission requires compliance on the First Day of the SurveyYou tell us when you are ready for your initial survey, we will arrive 60 days or less from the date you say you are ready.  Equal Standing with Physical Health ProvidersViewed as having the same robust framework of quality and safety along with other providers along the continuum of care has been of benefit to our providers.  Accredit the Entire Agency – not individual servicesThis is in your benefit so all of programs are operating off the same foundation of quality and safety.  Allows more standardized, improves communication between your programs Because they all speak the same language and have the same goals, Finally you can leverage your organization for growth, investors, sale, acquisition or other future goals.
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Great Achievements Come One Step at a Time 

o Learn more about working with us

o Review the requirements

o Assess your readiness 

o Apply for accreditation 

o Address any identified gap areas 

o Prepare for your on-site survey 

o Participate in your first Joint Commission survey

o Complete and post survey follow-up 

o Celebrate/publicize your accomplishment 

o Maintain your survey readiness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do have 10-steps document that guides you through the accreditation process 1-step at a time�Application remains active for one year:The time line for readiness varies from organization to organization – some feel they are ready within a short time.Others utilize more time to get readyEither way, TJC services, resource, and extranet is available to you.
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 Care, Treatment, Services  Medication Management

 Emergency Management  National Safety Goals

 Environment of Care  Performance Improvement

 Human Resource 
Management

 Record of Care, Treatment, & 
Services

 Infection Control  Rights of the Individual

 Information Management  Waived Testing

 Leadership  Sentinel Event Policy

 Life Safety

The Joint Commission Behavioral Health Care
Accreditation Requirements

11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Above see our accreditation requirements (Standards Manual)Fall into 15-Categories– Core & Service/Setting SpecificAll of our standards are developed and implemented through an extensive process which involves collaboration with Industry LeadersLeaders who assist us in writing standards that are credible and relevant to the population served.  For example, foster care.  These Industry leaders, your peers, provide additional feedback through allowing us on their sites for learning visits, and pilot surveys.  All new standards and revised standards are made publicly available for comment.  We utilize all of this input to develop standards that your peers believe are credible and relevant to the care, treatment and services you all provide.  
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Applicability Process: Common/Core Accreditation Requirements
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 Common/Core = accreditation requirements that apply to all 
applicants

 Agency is expected to demonstrate full compliance during on-site 
survey, or

 Agency is expected to take corrected action(s) to come into 
compliance, and

 Submit a post-survey written report describing action(s) taken

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common/Core Standards:  We have a set of common core standards that crosses programs along the continuum.  Then within BHC, there are a common core set of standards intent that cross all the BHC programs, services, settings.  Unique Standards:  within BHC there are program specific, to make sure that we address the unique needs such as  mental health, substance, Child-Welfare, foster care, and setting such as residential, group home, IOP, PHP, outpatient or other.  Expectation: Agencies are expected to demonstrate full compliance during their on-site survey, however, if an area of non-compliance is identified, the agency submits a written report with evidence that the organization has brought the standard into full compliance within a 60 day period.  
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Applicability Process: Additional Requirements based on Specific 
Populations
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 Children and Youth

 Foster Care

 Transitional services for young adults

 Youth receiving Treatment for Addiction Issues

 Youth receiving treatment for Eating Disorder issues

 Children/youth with intellectual and/or developmental 
Disabilities receiving care/services

Standards applicability is 
determined by 

settings, programs, 
and specific 
populations! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some additional examples of additional requirements based on specific populations such as:Children and Youth,Foster Care, Transitional services for young adults, youth receiving treatment for addiction issues or eating disorders.  Children and youth with intellectual and/or developmental disabilities receiving care or services.  
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Applicability Process: Additional Requirements based on Specific Settings

12

 Residential

 Group Home

 Therapeutic Day School

 Therapeutic School

 Day Treatment

Standards applicability is 
determined by 

settings, programs, 
and specific 
populations! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally,…..there are requirements based on specific settings:residential, group home,therapeutic day school, Therapeutic day treatment.  For example, a residential setting with 4 or more ADC would need to demonstrate compliance with life safety code, whereas a residential setting/group home with 3 or less ADC would follow our Environment of Care requirements only
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Applicability Process: Additional Requirements based on Specific 
Populations/Settings/Services

12

 Prescribing Medications

 Storing Medications

 Administrating Medications

 Physical Holding of Children/Youth

 Transitional Services for Older Adolescents/Young Adults

 Case Management

 Supported Employment Services for Older Adolescents/Young 
Adults

Standards applicability is 
determined by 

settings, programs, 
and specific 
populations! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of these additional requirements  for specific populations may includeprescribing, storing or administering medications when applicable.  Physical hold, transitional services, family preservation/wrap around services, case management and supported employment services.  
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Strategies for a Successful 
Accreditation Experience

Appoint an Accreditation Champion
— Communicate value and benefits of accreditation

— Provide leadership support

— Inspire staff

— Establish expertise and credibility

— Embed accreditation into daily operations
and culture of your agency 

63

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I will give you some strategies for a successful Accreditation Experience:It is important that you appoint an accreditation champion to coordinate your pursuit of accreditation.Important however that part of the job of that champion is to involve staff across all levels of your organizationYou never want only one person to understand the accreditation standards and how your organization will comply with the standard.  Your staff must be vested in the process.  The more individuals vested in the process, the better you will performTJC offers many tools to your staff to assist you 
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Strategies for a Successful 
Accreditation Experience

Request access to online 
application for accreditation and 
online manual for accreditation

64

Call Me!
Yvonne Rockwood

630-792-5792

Schedule an orientation to the 
application and the manual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the Earlier Slides (Steps Toward Accreditation)?Step 1: Start by requesting an on-line standards manual and application. �The manual is customized to reflect your specific set of programs, services and settings.  �You can then be sure you are looking at the standards that are applicable to your agency.  
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Strategies for a Successful 
Accreditation Experience

Determine applicable requirements 
(common/core and additional)

Mine for Gold (current compliance)

Identify gaps

Action(s) to fill gaps

64

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First you will utilize our tools to determine the requirements that applicable to your agencies. Next, determine your current compliance (we call this mining for gold) and identify any areas that you are not in compliance.  Take Action - Now, your goal is then to develop an action plan to fill the gaps.
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Strategies for a Successful 
Accreditation Experience

 Seek Complimentary Assistance
- Business Development staff
- Operations Account Executive
- Standards Interpretation Group
- Joint Commission engineers
- Monthly webinars
- BHC Annual Conference

64

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seek Assistance:We have the staff and resources to help you be successful in becoming Joint Commission accredited.  Please avail yourself of these resources.  They are free resources and specifically designed to support you in your quest to become accredited.  We encourage you to use all of the staff resources we have including our  Standard Interpretation Group (SIG) which includes clinicians & even Engineers to assist you with facility questions related to the environment of care and/or life safety code.  
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The Joint Commission Surveyor Cadre

̶ Experienced behavioral health care professionals  - Licensed clinicians

̶ Trained, mentored, and monitored to deliver consistently valuable surveys

̶ Diverse cadre – trained to be culturally sensitive to diversity

̶ Surveying is a skill set that needs to be exercised

̶ Each surveyor surveys 12-15 times per year, average length of service is 11 yrs

̶ Surveyors share good practices

̶ Surveyors help organizations in their commitment to 
provide safe and high quality care, treatment and services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surveyors are employed by the Joint CommissionRequired to conduct a minimum number of surveys a year.  They have an average tenure of 11 years as a surveyor Conduct an average of 12-15 surveys per year . Organizations choose The Joint Commission because we have a commitment to assist organizations in providing safe, high quality care, treatment and services.  They enjoy the consultative, educational nature of our surveys.
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The Initial On-Site Survey

At least 30 days notice is provided prior to the 
actual initial, on-site survey date once it is  
scheduled

20

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FINALLY – WHAT WE HAVE ALL BEEN WAITING FOR!�Your first survey is announced�You are given 30 days notice �You will, also, receive a bio of the surveyor that will be arriving so that you can see the qualifications, experience, and expertise of the surveyor who will be conducting your survey.
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After Your Survey
 60 days to resolve any non-compliance areas found

 Work with your Joint Commission operations account executive

 Seek advice

─ Account Executive

─ Standards Interpretation Group

 Final Accreditation Decision posted upon resolution of non-compliance areas

 Don’t forget  

 to make use of the free publicity kit posted on our web site to publicize your 
new status.  Visit www.jointcommission.org/BHCA

32
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the SurveyFollowing your survey we continue to be there to help you resolve any areas of non-compliance.  Again, please avail yourself of these resources including your Account Executive, Standards Interpretation Group, and on-line resources.  Final Accreditation Decision is postedit is time to celebrate promotion of your accreditation.We provide you with a publicity kit that includes your certificates, the gold seal, templates for news releases and other resources. DON’T FORGET – NOTIFY YOUR INSURANCE CARRIER, PAYORS, REFERRAL NETWORKS

http://www.jointcommission.org/BHCA
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My Contact Information 

40Yvonne Rockwood, MBA, MHA, CQHQ
yrockwood@jointcommission.org

630-792-5792

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides my name and contact information for the behavioral  health care accreditation.  Please feel free to contact me at any timeAgain, thank you for inviting me today joining.  

mailto:yrockwood@jointcommission.org
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See you soon on the road to accreditation!

49
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Questions
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